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SLAC PUB-6327 The results of a measurement of the neutron spin structure function 9__ in

November 1993 the Bjorken x range from 0.03 to 0.6 are presented. The experiment used a

(T/E) longitudinally polarized beam from the Stanford Linear Accelerator and a polarized

:_:Hetarget. The new measurement is complimentary to previous measurements of
SLAC MEASUREMENTS OF THE

the proton spin structure function _ at SLAC tL2iand CERN. [alInterpretation of
NEUTRON SPIN-STRUCTURE FUNCTION*

the latter measurements in the context of the quark-parton model of the nucleon

suggested that the quarks carry a small fraction of the proton spin and that the

strange sea polarization is large and negative, a rather surprizing result.

The spin structure functions G1 and G2 of the nucleons are determined by
• [4 51
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A± = cr(T=:_)- cr(Te=) = (1 - e)E' [(MG1 + 2EG2)sin 0] (2)
o(T_) +_(T_) (1 +_R)_,5

ABSTRACT in deep inelastic' scattering of polarized electrons from polarized nucleons. Here T

and I denote the lon_tudinal spin of the incoming electron (along or opposite the

Results from a measurement of the neutron spin-dependent structure function direction of its momentum), and _ and _ or ,_=and ==_denote the longitudinal or

g'l'(.r) over a range in z from 0.03 to 0.6 and with Q2 > 1 (GeV/c) 2 are presented, transverse spin of the target nucleon. The asymmetries are functions of the nucleon
The experiment consisted of scattering a longitudinalh" polarized electron beam" mass _'ff. the incident electron ener_' E. the scattered electron energy E _and angle

from the Stanford Linear Accelerator off a polarized 3He target and detecting 0. the degree of the longitudinal polarization of the virtual photon exchanged in

scattered electrons in two magnetic spectrometers. The results are interpreted in the scattering e = [1 + 2(1 + u2/Q 2) tan2(0/2)] -I, and the spin-averaged structure

the quark-parton model and used to test the Bjorken sum rule. functions [I'! and W2 which are related via R = [(1 + u2/O.2)_'l"2/IV1 - 1].

Presented at Hadron 93: Biennial Conferenceon gadron Spectroscopy In the Bjorken scaling limit of large four-momentum Q2 = 4EE _sin2(0/2) and
Como. Ital): ,hme 21-25, 1993. ener_" u = E - E' transfers, the spin structure flmctions are predicted to become

functions only of the Bjorken scaling variable z = Q2/2Mu. which is the fraction

of the nucleon momentum carried by the struck quark in the scattering

,/
"_'

Mu2Gl (x, Q2) _ 91(z). (3)
'_,,_ , ..
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Mu2G2(x, Q2) ___,g2(x). (4) Separate sum rules for the proton and neutron were derived by Ellis and Jaffe l_l

assuming SU(3) symmetry and an unpolarized strange sea:

In the quark-parton model, the nucleon spill structure function 91 (x) is related f 1 [ctol ]

[g_l(x)dx__--_8(9F-D)[1- -_,(Q2)], and (8)to the quark plus anti-quark momentunl distributions qi(x): J t.

0

= z;[qi (x) - q[(x)], (5) 1

/g_'(x,dx_l(6F-4D,[1-_ (Q2)] , (9)
0

where T (l) represents spins parallel (anti-parallel) to the nucleon spin, and tile
where F and D are SU(3) invariant matrix elements of the axial vector current.

sum is over all quark flavors of charge zi. This structure function is also related to

the asymmetry A1 defined by (neglecting g_(x)) The integrals over the spin structure functions have a simple interpretation in
the quark-parton modeh

A_(x) _ All ~ g_(z) (6) 1

-- • / 1 4 1 1 [ -a_(Q2)] and (lO,D AIIVI(x) g_l(x)dx __ _(-_Au + Ad + -_As) .1
o

=

where D = (1- eElE)(1 +eR) is the fraction of the incident electron polarization

carried by the virtual photon. The Al asynunetrv is a Ineasure of the probability, fl i 1 _ 1 [ _ ]_ (Q2) (11)that the quark spins are aligned with the nucleon spin. g'_(x)dx __ __(_Au + Ad + As) 1 .
0

The spin structure flmctions g_' and 9__ of tile proton and neutron are
f-l[qJ(x_ - 'where the Aq_ = a0, t_ _ q[(x)]dx represent the integrals over the momentum

related bv tile Bjorken sum rule I''_ including first-order perturbative quantum
distributions of the up, down, and strange quarks of tile nucleon. A measurement

chromodwlamics (QCD) corrections'Si
" of the integrals of the spin structure flmctions in conjunction with tile neutron

beta decav relationship Au - Ad = F + D and the hyperon decay relationship

1 ] I[ ] (7) Ad-As = F-D can be used to solve for the Au. Ad. and As quark spiI_1 g.4 1 a'_('Q2)[_'(x) -g['(x)]dx = -_ gv " distributions.
0

Polarized electrons with energies of 19 to 26 GeV and 2 irA intensity were

where 9A and gv are tile weak couplings from nucleon beta decay, and t_s(Q 2) is produced by a laser optically pumped AIGaAs source (see Fig. 1). The helicity

the QCD coupling constant. This sum rule. first derived from current algebra and of the beam was reversed randomly on a pulse-to-pulse basis by reversing tile

based on isospin symmetry, is a rigorous prediction of perturbative QCD. circular polarization of the excitation photons. The beam polarization was
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monitored during tile experiment by measuring the cross section asvmnletrv in pumped by an argon-ion laser and producing greater than 20 watts of power. The

Moiler scattering off polarized electrons in a magnetized ferromagnetic foil (see axis of quantization for polarization is established by the magnetic field produced

Fig. '2). Electrons scattered at 90 + in the center-of-nlass frame were detected in a bv the two main Helmholtz coil sets. The drive and pickup coils are used for the

magnetic spectrometer consisting of a ,ii: _,le magnet and an array of proportional aHe polarization measurements.

tubes. Tile beam polarization was found to be stable over the duration of the The aHe nuclear polarization was measured by' means of nuclear magnetic

experiment with an average value of (39 ± 2)_ (see Fig. 3). resonance (NM1R) adiabatic: fast passage! '_J The aHe NMR signals (see Fig. 6) were

The experinlent used a polarized aHe target. Tile nucleon spin structure of a calibrated to the NMR signals of tile proton polarization at thermal equilibrium in

polarized aHe target is the sanle as a polarized free neutron target to the extent water (see Fig. 6). The water sample was contained in a cell identical to the aHe

that the :_He nucleus is in a space-symmetric S state. In an S state, tile two bombardment cell. The average aHe polarization was ,-, 35C7c, as can be seen in

proton spins are aligned antiparallel due to tt_e Pauli exctusiorl principle, implying Fig. 7. The fractional uncertainty in the aHe polarization measurement was ±7c/c,

that scattering from a polarized :_He nucleus represents scattering from a polarized dominated by uncertainties in tile water calibration.

neutron. The presence of some b" and D state admixtures in the :_He ground The neutron asymmetries were extracted from the 3He measured asymmetries
- ['Jl

state COlnplicates tile above picture bv introducing a polarized proton component assuming that tile polarization of tile neutron in aHe is ,--, 87_7c. A correction for
• . . ['J- ll!

opposite to that of the neutroll. Theoretical calculations " have sh_,wn that these the polarization of tile two protons in aHe (_ -2.7_ per proton) was applied. The

admixtures have a small effect in the cross section asvmmetrv ineasurements and latter correction_Ulused tile proton asymmetry, , results from the CERN expenment." , tal

that the theoretical uncertainty in extracting the spin structure function 9_'(x) is No other corrections were made for the fact that the polarized neutron is embedded

small (see Fig. 4). in the aHe nucleus.

The target is based on the technique of :_He polarization bv spin exchange Scattered electrons with ener_ _from 6 to 20 GeV were detected in two magnetic

_lI:s_ with Fib vapor. _'_: The Rb atoms art' polarized via laser optical pumping spectrometers centered at 4.5 ° and 7° respectively, as shown in Fig. 8. Eacht't ,,_.'ll IIS ..

by at)s,_rbing circularly polarized photons at a wavelength of 795 nnl. The spin spectronleter was based on two large aperture dipole magnets bending in opposite

exchange from Rb to :'He occurs due to the hyperfine interaction between the directions. This "reverse" deflection design I_I doubled the solid angle, integrated

polarized valence electron of Rb and the :3He nucleus, over the 6--20 Ge\"/c range, of tile conventional design of same direction bending.

c_i used in previous polarized electron scattering experiments at SLAC. [2i The solid
The major elements of the target system are shown in Fig. 5. To avoid

t/b depolarization by the beam. the optical pumping region is separated from the angle of tile 4.5 ° arm was 0.15 msr and of the 7 ° arm was 0.5 msr. Each

spectrometer was equipped with a pair of (_'erenkov detectors, a pair of scintillator
bomimrdment region by using a dual chamber target. The i_ottonl chamber is a

30 cm glass tube with 0.012<m-thick elm windows, c,mtaining a :l[h_ d,_nsitv of hodoscopes, and a lead-glass shower calorimeter.

2.3 x 102_) cm -:_ (9 atnl at 0:C). Tile top chamber contains several nlilligranls of Electrons were identified bv a coincidence of the two C'erenkov counters and the

Fib metal, and is heated to -,-180°C to obtain the desired density of Rb vapor, shower counter. Hodoscope tracking was used for tile absolute energy, calibration

The lasers for optical pumping are five solid state titanium-sapphire lasers, each of tile shower counter and for studying backgrounds. Tile Cerenkov counters had
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an efficiency of over 99% (,-_ 7 photoelectrons per incident electron). A typical The integral of the spin structure function over the measured x range 0.03 to

(2erenkov counter pulse-height spectrum is shown in Fig. 9. Tile shower counters 0.6 is f:o6ag'l*(X)dx = -0.019 4- 0.007 (stat.) +0.006 (syst.) at an average Q2 of

were _-,98_ efficient with a resolution (rills) of 15_/V/-_. 2 (GeV/c) 2. Evaluation of the integral at a constant Q2 of '2 (GeV/c) 2. under the

The true asymmetries All and A± were derived from the measured raw assumption that A_(x)is independent of Q2. gives the same result• A correction

asymmetries (A!!)raw and (A±)raw" for the unmeasured x range leads to the final result

1

All = (A!l)rawPePtf and A± = (A±)rawPePtf, (12) fg'_(z)dx = -0.022 + 0.011. (15)
0

where Pe and Pt are tile beam and target polarizations, respectively, and f is

the fraction of events originating from polarized neutrons m the target. False The correction for x < 0.03 is based on an extrapolation that assumes a Regge

• • [1.j xl.2 )asymmetries were found to be consistent with zero by conlparing data with target parametrlzatmn (A] _ ._ and amounts to -0.006 -F 0.006. The correction

spins in opposite directions (see Fig. 10). for x > 0.6 assumes, as suggested by perturbative QCD in conjunction with

The physics a_symmetry ,4]' was extracted from tile ineasured Ail and A± quark-parton models, that A_' ---, 1 for x ---* 1. The high x extrapolation amounts
to 0.003 + 0.003. The final result is in agreement with the updated value _i of the

aswnmetries:

,4!i r/A± Ellis-Jaffe sum rule fo g_'(x)dz = -0.021 ± 0.018 at a Q2 of 2 (GeV/c) 2.

A]' = (1 + rlC,)D - (1 + r]_)d (13) The fo g[_(x)dx measurement can be used in the quark-parton model to extract

's
and is shown for the three, different beam energies of the experiment m Fig. 11. the integrals Aqi of the three quark spin distributions. U_mg the updated values for

Here q = _\/_2/(E - eE'), i = q(1 + ¢_)/(2e). and d = Dv/2e/(] + ¢). Since no the hyperon decay constants F = 0.47=t=0.04 and D = 0.81 ±0.03 from Ref. 18, the

significant energ3" dependency of the measurement was observed, the ,4]' data were measurement yields Au = 0.93 ± 0.06. Ad = -0.35 ± 0.04. and As = -0.01 ±0.06.

averaged and are shown in Fig. 12. Also shown in Fig. 12 are the data from the The SUnl Aq = Au + Ad + As of the three distributions is 0.57 ± 0.11. implying
• !15_

CERN SMC experiment: The two data sets are consistent, showing a (:lear trend that the quarks account for approximately half of the nucleon spin. The remaining

of negative asvnlmetries at low x. half could be attributed to contributions from orbital angular momentunl i_'2'_i and

Ttw neutron spin fimction 9] _ w_._s also calculated from the .4!: and A_ the spin of the gluons! _ A second implication is that the contribution fr_ml the

mqymmetries, strange sea is consistent with zero.

The new measurement on the neutron spin structure function integral can be

3IIt'_' C( I + _-2')A!I . (3, - r/)A._] (14) combined with the previous measurement of tile proton spin structure function
g'1' = (i + "1,:?')(1-_-q(, ) L D " d ]"

integral to test the Bjorken sum rule. The result is

using values fl)r the tmp()larizcd II[ _ structure function and for R fronl a global

fit of SLAC deep inehLstic data It': }t(,r(:, _, = ¥/-_/t/. The lleutroll spin-structure j It .... , ][.ql(x) - gl (x) dx = 0.146 ± 0.021 (16)
function g]' is presented in FiK. 13. 0
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for a @2 of 2 (GeV/c) 2. Tile Bjorken sum rule prediction using as = 0.39 + 0.10 REFERENCES
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Solid curve: gl of 3He; short-dashed curve: neutron contribution; long-dashed

curve: proton contribution; dotted curve: gl for a free neutron.

5. The polarized :lHe target set-up.

6. a) Typical signal of the :lHe cell NMR measurement; b) Typical signal of the

water cell MNR nwasurement.

7. The "]He target (:ell polarization from the NMR measurements. The data

_- runs span a two-month period.

8. The two magnetic spectrometers and detectors.

9. Typical pulse-height spectrum for one of the C'erenkov counters.

10. Cross-section aswnmetrv for target spins in opposite direction indicating that

a false asymmetry is consistent with zero (x 2 per degree of freedom = 1.1),

11. The neutron A__ asymmetry for tile three beam energies of the experiment.

12. The neutron A__ asymmetry averaged over beam energies. Also shown are

the A__data from the CERN SMC experiment.

13. Tile 9__spin structure function of the neutron.
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